How a Fortune 500 technology company increased
their ROI with QMetry?

Performance was a key concern for our team considering our large volume of test cases. But
QMetry was super impressive right from the get-go. Whether it was the migration of our test
assets, providing weekend support for upgrades or downtime, movement of servers, syncing
databases, everything was carried out efficiently and seamlessly. They also helped us create
custom queries for our product.
Senior Manager - Quality Engineering

Our client is a leading multinational technology company and was looking for
an enterprise-grade test management tool to organize test projects efficiently
and execute a large volume of test data. The core requirement was for a central
management tool for their globally distributed teams to manage their test
projects seamlessly. QMetry's secure and scalable solution has been
instrumental in optimizing test projects for 1000+ users across multiple regions
for 5+ years now.
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The client required management of
projects across multiple platforms
and environments. They also wanted
to per form bulk operations.

Their project team worked
extensively in Jira and required
seamless integration with Jira to
manage defects and ensure
traceability with relevant linkages.
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To manage test cases and multiple
projects across vendors and regions,
they needed a tool that enabled
workflows and permission-based
access.

They had a lack of visibility on the
project status. They were looking for
custom reporting solutions to gain
actionable insights.
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QMetry’s Solution
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QMetry allows selective sharing of test cases with multiple vendors for greater control over access and
permissions. Our tool’s built-in parent-child feature lets the client share a read-only view of test cases
as applicable. Also, the traceability feature at global level helps track the usage and performance of
test cases at multiple vendor points. Features like bulk executions, bulk assignments enable
performing multiple operations quickly and easily.
The “Manage Platforms and Attributes” module leads to efficient management of a large number of
environment matrices. Whereas advanced reporting with SQL helps the client combine reports from
all modules and Jira fields. Stakeholders extensively use the cross-project reporting feature to take
appropriate decisions on traceability, exporting 500+ reports daily.

Engagement Benefits
Enhancing team collaboration in global, distributed teams
with centralized test management tool
Outstanding support and training from QMetry’s client
support team throughout the tool adoption
Enterprise-grade test management capabilities help fulfil
critical business needs such as security, roles, access,
sharing, reusability and compliance
Optimized time and resource efficiency with bulk
operations and intuitive UI

Highly scalable environment helped manage weekly
surge in testing data
Experience effective test management in action,
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